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songwritem, many of whom I am proud to the rules were suspended and the Sen- copyrighted works,
which have a total retail
count as my constituents. What these corn- ate amendments were concurred in
value of $2.500
or more;
posem and songwritem did was nothing more A motion to reconsider was laid on
'(0) shall be imprisoned not more than
or fibod if the onsetisoashcoo
years,
of many the table,
thanto rely on an industry standard
oe
or both ifth
thistitle.

decades duration, which provides that the dis-

ne

isa second

tribution ofa phonorecord does not constitute
publication
of a musical work.This long-time 'NO ELECTRONIC THEFT (NET) ACT
Understanding
ofcopyoght law has been ratiMr. COBLE. Mr. Speaker, I move to
fled and reaffirmed by the Second Circuit over suspend the rules and pass the bilt
20 years ago. American songwrtem had every (H.R. 2265)
to amend the provisions of
reason tsmeaider this issue Is be a molter of titles 17 and t8. United States Code, to
r
settled law,
provide greater copyright protection
Butthe LaCienaga decision took that settled
by amending crimgnal copyright in-

(1);
underparagraph
offense
ansubsequent
"(3) shall be imprisoned not more than I
year. or fired in the amount set forth in this
title, or both. ifthe offense consists of the
reproduction or distribution of I or more
copies or phonorecords of I or more copyrighted works, which have a otalretail
value of more than S1,000.
"(d) (I) During preparation of the

law and cast iton its head, threatening to

presentence report pursuant to Rule 32(c) of

fringement

provisions, and for other

thrust into the public domain hundreds ofthou-purposes, as amended,
sands of protection.
musical works
presently
enjoy
The Cterk read as follows:
copydght
Thiswhich
post-hoo
penalty
on
H.R. 2265
copyright ownersfor tailure to comply with
Be itenacted bythe Senate and Houseof Rpcopyright formalities, in reliance upon settled resentatives
of the United States ofAierta i
law, struckthe membem of the Subcommittee

Congress asenbled,

the Federal Rulesof Criminal Procedure,
victims of the offense shall be permitted to
submit,a victim
and theimpact
probation
officerthat
shallidenreceive,
statement
titles the victim of the offense and the etent and scope of the injury and loss suffered
by the victim, including the estimated eco-

on Courts and Intetlectual Property and, I am SECTION
1.SHORT TITLE.
nomic impact of the offense on that victim.
happy to say, the members ofthe other body
This Act may be cited as the "No Elec- "(2) Persons permitted to submit victim
as well, as grossly
unfair. We concluded thattronic Theft (NET)Act".
impact statements shall includethe Ninth Circuit had reached an anomalous SEC. 2.cRYoAL uFRiNGEmENT
OF COPY'(A) producers and sellers of legitimate
works affected by conduct involved in the ofsoITrS.
which in the interest
and insuppotable result
AlN.-Section fense;
OF FINANCIAL
(a) DEFINITION
of fundamental fairness beggedto be cor"(S)holders of intellectual property rights
of tite 10. United States Cole, is amend,el
rected.
hp
c av o
"C he ere
That is what the legislation before us would ed by inserting after the undesignated paraofsuchpro)ers,
sellegaldrepresentatives
folthe
"display",
term
to
the
relating
graph
and
colleagues
my
to
bill
this
do. I commend
urge its passage.
Mr. BONO.Mr.Speaker,I de insupportot

lowing new paragraph: "The toe 'flnanal
(e)UNAUnHORIZED FIXATIONAND TRAFFICKgain' includes receipt, or expectation of - rIs
or Lisa MUSICAL PccOsAos.c-Ssoceipt, of anything of value,including the re- ion 2319A of tile 18. United States Code, is

H.R. 672and urge my colleagues to join
me. ceipt of other copyrighted works.",

amended-

This Isa veryimportant measure needed in
(b)CRIMINAL OFFENSES.-Section 506(a)
of
congressional response to a bizarre court de- title 17,United States Code, is amended to
cision. This decisionalso threatens to under- read as follows:
"(a) CRIMNAL INFRNGebeNT.-Any person
mine the national economy. Itisestimated that
copyright industries contribute up to $4 billion who infringes a copyright willfully eitherfor purposes
of commercial advantage
to our economy and, in addition,
are one ot or"(1)
private
financial gain.
or
our most valuable
exports.
"(2) by the reproduction or distribution.
The case of La Cienaga Music Co. v. ZZ including by electronic means, during any
Top, 53 F. 3d 950 (91h Cit. 1l95), cer. de- 180-day period, of I or more copies or
nied, 116 S.Ct. 331 (1995)is unfortcnate
as it phonorecords of 1 or more copyrighted
has jeopardized the private property rights for works, which have a total retail value of
thousands of creative individuals
who live more than $1,000,
within the jurisdiction of the FederalCourt of shall be punished as provided under section
Appeals of theNinth Circuit. I am advised that 2319 of titlet8 For purposes of this subthis court decision makes it impossible for cer- section, evidence of reproduction or distributainaffected individual creatom to brng an - tion of a copyrighted work, by itself, shall
not be sufficient to establish willful infringefdngent acion within the Ninth Cieuit. mo.".
Hence, you may have a copyright, but you
(.) LAItATION ONCRssINAI. PROCEEDINGShave no available remedies against piracy.
Section 507(a)
of title 17,United States Code.,
Much of the credit for today belongs to is amended by striking "three" and inserting
House
Judiiry Committee Chairman Noon "..
ad Subcommitt
Chairan Ceai
their
(a)
CnoaIsL
OF
A COPYand ubcmmiteeCharma
COLE for
or heir
(d)CRI,41AL unariocesciT
NFRNGE
OFA
CPYdiligence and attention to this issue. This is a RoIHT.-Section
2319of tide 18.United States
Codice,-Sctons300ofeiddindUnte
bipartisan enterpdse, and thanks for today Code, is ameodealso mosts with Representatie FANKi.This
() in subsection (a), by striking "subsection (b)"and inserting "subsections (b)
measure should be noncontroversial and and (c)";
() inby
adopted by the House. As you know
speedily

(1)by redesignating
subsections (d)and (e)
as subsections (a) and (f), respectively: and
(2)by inserting after subsection (c)the following:
"(d) VICTIM IMPACTSTATENm'IfT.--(I)
During
preparation of the presentence report pursuant to Rule 32(c) of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure, victims of the offense
shall be permitted to submit, and the probetion officer shall receive, a victim impact
statement that identifies the victimof the
offense and the extentand scopeof the injury and loss suffered by the victim, incuding the estimated economic impact of the offenseon that victim.
"(2) Persons permitted ta submit victim
impact statements shall includeork aodcer
nd selle
iniahe
wkaffected by conduct involved in the offense;
"(B) holders of intellectual property rights
in such works: and
"(C) the legal representatives of such producers,
sellers, andIN
holders.".
(f) TRAFFICKING
COUNTERFEITGOOoS OR
SErICES.-ection 2320of title18,United
States Code, is amended(1) by redesignating subsections (d)and (e)
as
(s
subsections ) and (f), respectio I; nd inerting after subsection

this particular new language was contained in
a much more comprehensive bill that I have
sponsored along with Senate Judiciary Chairman HATCH, H.R. 1621. My House chairmen
are alsohelpingto bring along the restotthis
badly needed legistation for copynght termextensiso
to
the tloor. That cannot come oo
000.
treproduction
soon.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Speaker, I have no
further requests for time, and I, too,
yield back the balance of my time.
The SPEAKER pro tempore [Mr.
PACKARD]. The question is on the motton offered by the gentleman from
North Carolina [Mr. COBLE] t
hat the
House suspend the rules and concur in
the Senate amendments to H.R. 672.
The question was taken; and (twothirds having voted in favor thereof)

"(Yd)) During
preparation
of
the
presentence report pursuant to Rule 32(c)of
the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.
victims of the offense shallbe permitted to
submit, and the probation officer shall receive, a victim impact statement that identifies the victim of the offense and the extent and scope of the Injury and loss suffered
by the victim, including the estimated ecnomic impact of the offense
on that victim.
"(2)Persons permitted to submit victim
impact statements shall include"(A) producers and sellers of legitimate
goods or servicesaffected by conduct involved in the offense;
"(B) holders of intellectual property rights
in such ods or services;
and
(C)h e olegal representatives of such producers, sellers, and holders.".
(g)DIRECTIVETO SENTENCINGCOMiISSION.(I) Under the authority of the Sentencing

(A) in the matter preceding paragraph (1).
by striking "subsection (a) of this section"
and inserting "section 506(a)(1) of tile 17":
and
(B) in paragraph (I)(i)by inserting "including by electronic
means," after "if the offense consists of the
or distribution,"; and
(ii) by striking "with a retail value of more
than $2,500" and inserting "which have a
total retail value of more than $2,500": and
(3) by redesignating subsection (c) as subsection (a) and inserting after subsection (b)
the following:
"(c) Any person who commits an offense
nder section 506(a)
(2) of title
17"(I) shall be imprisonednot more than 3
years, or fieedin the amount set forth in
this' title.
or both. if the offense consists of
the reproduction or distribution of 10 or
more copies or phonoretords of I or more
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Reform Act of 1984 (Public Law 98-473; 98 only create additional
incentive
for copyright Government should not be required to prove
Stat. 1987) and section 21 of the Sentencing thieves tosteal protected
works.
that the defendant was familiar with the crimiAct of 1987 (Public Law 100-182; 101 Stat. 1271;
The NET Act constitutes
a legislative re- nal copyright statute or violated it intentionally.
18U.S.C. 994note) (including the authority
to ameod the sentencing guidelines and po!- sponse to the so-called LaMachi case, a Particularly in cases of clear infringement, the
by a Massachusetts
willfulness standard should be safisfied if them
icy statements), the United States Sentenc 1994 decision authored
In LaMacohia, thedefendant
is adequate proof that the defendant acted
ing Commission shall ensure that the appli- Federal court.
lawful pumhasem of copyright with reckless disregard of the rights of the
cable guideline range for a defendant con- encouraged
victed of a crime against intellectual prop- software andcomputer games to upload these copyright holder. In such circumstances, a
erty (including offenses set forth at section works via a special password toan electronic proclaimed ignorance of the law should not
506(a)
of title 17,United States Code, and sec- bulletin board on the Intemet. The defendant
allow the infringer to escape conviction. Willtions 2319, 2319A,and 2320 of title 18,United thentransferred the
works to another elec- fulness is often established by Circumstantial
States Code) is sufficiently stringent to tonic
address
and
encouraged
others
with
acevidence, and may be inferred from the facts
deter such a criameand to adequately reflect
the additional considerations set forth in cess toa second password todownload the and circumstances of each case.
mateials
forpemonal use without
authoriza-Further, a violation act of infringement perparagraph (2)of this subsection.
(2) In implementing paragraph (I). the Sen- lion by or compensation tothecopyright own- formed by the defendant is required by this
tencingCommission shall ensure that the ers.
While critical
of thedefendant's
behavior, section. Evidence of reproductions or distnbuguidelines provide for consideration of the the court
precluded his prosecution undera tions, including those made electronically on
retail value and quantity of the items with Federal
wirefraud statute,
stating
thatthis behalf of third parties, would not, by itself, be
respect to which the crime against intellecareaof thelaw was never intended
to cover sufficient to establish willfulness under the
tual property was committed.
copyright
infringement. The court alsonoted NETAct.
SEC.3.INFRINGEMENT BY UNiiED SrATES.
that
the
relevant
Finally, the requirements of a showing of ficriminal
provisions
of the
Section 1498(b) of title 28.United States
Actand title
18 of theUnited
States nancial gain or commercial advantage under
Code. is amended by striking "remedy of the Copyright
owner of such copyright shall be by action" Code historically required prosecutors toprove 17 U.S.C.506(a) is not intended to imply that
and inserting "action which may be brought that
a defendant
acted "willfully"and for "com- all types of financial gain or commercial adforsuch infringement shall be an action by mercial advantage" or "private financial
vantage can, by themselves, tdgger a finding
the copyright owner".
gain-a threshold standard
which did not of willful infringement. I should emphasize
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursu- apply toLaMacchia,
who never benefited fi-strongly that this bill addresses criminal, not
ant to the rule, the gentleman from nancially
from his transgressions.
civil, copyright liability.To repeat: nothing in
North Carolina [Mr. COBLE] and the
Accordingly, the NER Act pmscribes the H.R. 2265 affects civilliabilityfor copyright ingentleman from Massachusetts
(Mr. willfulact of copyright infringement, either for fringement.
FRANK] each will control 20 minutes.
"commercial advantage or private financialMr. Speaker, the public must come to unThe Chair recognizes the gentleman gain"; or by reproducing ordistnibung oneor derstand that intellectual property rights, while
from North Carolina [Mr. COBLE].
more copies of one or more copyrighted works abstract and arcane, are no less deserving of
GENERAL LEAVE
witha total
retail value ofmore than$1,000. protection than personal or real property
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unan- The legislation specifically encompasses acts rights. The intellectual property community will
imous consent that all Members may of reproduction or distribution
the occur via continue its works in educating the public
have 5 legislative days to revise and ex- "electronic
means" which is tosay, by com- about these concerns, but we in the Congress
tend their remarks on the bill under puter
theft,
in addition, "nancial
gain" is de- must do our job as well by ensudng that pifined
consideration.
astheacquisition
of "anything of value,racy of copyrighted works will be treated with
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there including the receipt
an appropriate level of fair but serious disof other copyrighted
objection to the request of the gen- works."
This changewould enable
theDepart- approval. We willfulfillthis obligaion today by
tleman from North Carolina?
ment of Justice topursuea LaMacchia-like passing
H.R. 2265.
There was no objection.
defendant who steals copyrighted works but Allowme to conclude by acknowledging the
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Speaker, I yield my- gives them away-instead of selling them-to conspicuous hard work of the gentleman from
self such time as I may consume.
others. This legislation
includes stiff
penalties Virginia, Mr.GOOOLArE,who is also the bill's
H.R. 2265. Mr. Speaker, is a much and prison
sponsor, and the ranking subcommittee memterms for infringers.
needed legislative response to a 1994
Mr. Speaker, the Subcommittee on Courtsber from Massachusetts, Mr.FRANK.
They and
court case that created a loophole and Intellectual Property, during its
markupof the other members of our subcommittee have
which currently prevents the Depart- theNET Act,
passed an amendment to ensure truly worked in a bipartisan manner to expement of Justice from prosecuting that
thebillwould not modify liabilityfor copy- dite passage of the NET Act.
Intemet copyright theft. The bill rep- right infringement, including thestandard of
I reserve, Mr. Speaker, the balance of
resents the hard work of industry rep- willfulness for criminal infringement. After fullmy time.
resentatives, officials from the Depart- committee consideration of H.R.2265, nego- Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr.
ment of Justice and the Copyright Of- tiating
sessions that
included representatives Speaker, I yield myself such time as I
fice, and the members of the Sub- of the Copyright Office, the Department of may consume.
As with the previous bill, this is a bicommittee on Courts and Intellectual Justice, and relevant industry
organizations
Property and the full Committee on produced compromise language,
now inserted partisan bill brought forward by the
the Judiciary.
in the bill, thatprovides addiinali protection subcommittee to try to deal with some
Again, this is a good bill that has for entities whichtransmit
copyrighted
works technical problems. Once again, it is a
been brought to the floor In a biparti- over theInteret
response to a court decision, and I
san manner, and I urge its adoption.
More specifically, this
language is intended would just note by the way there are
Mr. Speaker, I rise insupportof H.R. 226,
toclafy that a finding of willfulness cannot
be people who, here and in other places,
the No Electronic
Theft [NET]Act. Introduced established solely fromevidence ofreproducfrom time to time object to court deciby Mr. GOODLATE of Virginia, thisbill rep- tion or distribution of copyrighted
works, and sions. Often the court decisions that
resents an importantlegislative response to thus that
prosecutions basedsolely on such people object to are statutory interprethose persons who cavalierly appropriateevidence will notbe pursued. While itis not trations. And we should be very clear.
copyrighted works and share them with other themajoty rue,
some cases have held inthe When a court has done something that
Intemetthieves.
past that evidence of reproduction or distdbu- many of us disagree with because of
Industry groups estimate that counterfeiting tion of such works, by itself,
is sufficient toes- how they interpret a statute, we retain
and piracy of intellectual property-especially tablish willfulness
under 17 U.S.C. 506.This full power to overturn that, as we just
computer software, compact discs, and mov- language
rejects theholding of those cases, did in the previous bill, as we are doing
les--cost
theaffected copyrights holders more and clarifies
that
in order for criminal liabilityto in this bill. and I have to say, in fairthan $11 billion last year,some claim the ac- attach to a defendant's
conduct, theGovern-ness to the courts, sometimes the stattualfigure
is closerto $20 billion. Regrettably, ment must provesomething more thanthe utory interpretation and question is a
the problem has great potential
to worsen. mere reproduction or distdbufion of copy- little strained: sometimes it is accuThe adventof digital video discs and the de- righted works
in establishlng willfulness.
rate because we were a little sloppy,
velopment of now audi-compression techItshould be emphasized that
proofof the and we had the ability to correct the
nlqus, to citetwo prominentexamples, will defendant's state of mind is not required. The inadvertent policy problem.
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This is a very important policy. What
we are essentially saying is if you
trash somebody else's property, even if
you are not doing it for money but you
are just doing it because you wanted to
show how smart you are and because
you are seriously maladjusted and cannot make an impression on anybody in
any other way. it is as criminal as if
you stole. You have no right to use
technical skills to interfere with other
people's property.
And those who somehow admire that,
those who try to make that skill into
something that they boast of, are dead
wrong morally. And that is what this
bill says, "You have no right to interfere with the work and intellectual
property of other people."
And it is precisely those who most
understand the importance of the new
technology to humanity who ought to
bejoining us in supporting this bill, because this is a threat to the ability of
individuals to get the full use and enjoyment
of it.

mere is just one point I wanted to
comment on as a result of, I think, a
very useful process. When this bill left
committee, we had one somewhat unresolved issue. It was not our intention
in trying to make clear that you are
criminally liable if you interfere with
other people's property regardless of
your motive; it was not our intention
to lower the barrier by which people
could find themselves criminally liable
foractsthat were not intentional.
We
were talking here, we were aiming at
people who deliberately went and
screwed up other people's work even if
they were not doing it for money.
There was a legitimate concern
brought forward by, among others, the
gentleman from Virginia and people
who testified that we not go beyond
that.
Now I do have to say there was one
sort
of
misapplication
or
misdescription in the committee report. I did offer an amendment in subcommittee that tried to make clear
that the bill was not intended to broaden the definition or reduce the burden
that had to be met in order to show
that somebody had done something intentionally.
We have two issues here: Was it intentional? and, why was it intentional?
This billonly deals with why it is intentional. This bill says, "If you did it
and you meant to do it, we don't care
why. We care that you did it and you
shouldn't have, and the fact that you
didn't have a monetary incentive isn't
relevant."
Some people fear that that might
also mean that people who had done
something without any intent to interferewith other people's work would
somehow be implicated. The amendment I offered in subcommittee was
aimed not at changing the definition of
"willful" or making it harder to meet
but making clear that this bill itself
did not do that. And that amendment
was adooted.
Indeed,Mr. Speaker, I have a proposal that we should put on the legisla-

tive keyboard a phrase that says this
act does not do what this act does not
do because we often have the problem
of people reading into legislation
things that are not there.
In any case, that turned out to be insufficient, and at the full committee
the gentleman from Virginia proposed
a further clarification. We had some
disagreement about the specifics. but
we agreed that he had brought up a
very valid point, and as a result of the
legislative process working, the bill
that comes before us today which we
can do under suspension has new language which makes it clear that there
is no effort here and no intention on
our part to make it easier to go after
people when they were not acting intentionally. I believe the gentleman
from Virginia Is probably going to be
expounding on that, and it will be very
clear to people.
So I want to thank my colleagues on
all sides of the committee. This is a
bill which was noncontroversial in its
purpose.
E01330
On two occasions we amended it to
make clear that we would be dealing
very specifically, it obviously would
have been somewhat ironic in a bill
that was aimed at curing legislative
sloppiness to get sloppy again, and I
think the bill that we have now
brought forward does that appropriately.
Mr. Speaker. I reserve the balance of
my time.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Speaker, I yield 8
minutes to the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. GOODLATTE],
the author of
the bill.
Mr. COODLATTE. Mr. Speaker, I
thank the gentleman for yielding me
this time.
Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of H.R.
2265, the No Electronic Theft, or NET
Act of i997. I would like to thank the
gentleman from North Carolina [Mr.
COBLE]: the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. FRANK], the ranking Member; and also the gentleman from Utah
[Mr. CANNON]for their leadership and
support on this important legislation
which I introduced.
The NET Act closes a loophole in our
Nation's criminal copyright law and
gives law enforcement the tools they
need to bring tojustice individuals who
steal the products of America's authors, musicians and software producers. Additionally, the bill promotes the
dissemination of creative works online
and helps consumers realize the promise and potential of the Intemet.
The Internet is a tremendous opportunity. Its development has contributed to the economic growth we have
enjoyed in the last few years. Its true
potential, however, lies in the future
when students and teachers can access
a wealth of information through the
click of a mouse, and consumers can
fully benefit from electronic commerce. For this to happen, creators
must feel secure that they are pro-

H9885

tected by laws as effective in
cyberspace as they are on Main Street,
The NET Act clarifies that when
Internet users or any other individuals
sell pirated copies of software, recordings, movies or other creative works,
use pirated copies to barter for other
works, or simply take pirated works
and distribute them broadly even if
they do not intend to profit personally,
such individuals are stealing. Intellectual property is no less valuable than
other property.
Pirating works online is the same as
shoplifting a videotape, book. or record
from a store. Through a loophole in the
law, however, copyright infringers who
pirate works knowingly and willfully,
but not for profit, are outside the law.
This situation has developed because
the authors of our copyright laws could
not have anticipated the nature of the
Internet, which has made the theft of
copyrighted works virtually cost-free
and anonymous.
The Internet allows a single computer program or other copyrighted
work to be illegally distributed to millions of users, virtually without cost, if
an individual merely makes it available on a single server and points others to the location. Other users can
contact that server at any time of day
and download the copyrighted work to
their own computers. It is unacceptable that today this activity can be
carried out by individuals without fear
of criminal prosecution.
Imagine the same situation occurring
with tangible goods that could not be
transmitted over the Internet, such as
copying popular movies onto hundreds
of blank tapes and passing them out on
every street corner or copying personal
software onto blank disks and freely
distributing them throughout the
world. Few would disagree that such
activities are illegal and should be
prosecuted. We should be no less vigilant when such activities occur on the
Internet. We cannot allow the Internet
to become the Home Shoplifting Network.
H.R. 2265 makes it a felony to willfully infringe a copyright by reproducing or distributing 10 or more copyrighted works with a value of at least
$2,50, within a 180-day period, regardless of whether the infringing individual realized any commercial advantage
or private financial gain. It also clarlfies an existing portion of the law that
makes it a crime to willfully infringe a
copyright for profit or personal financial gain. It does so by specifying that
receiving other copyrighted works in
exchange for pirated copies, bartering
essentially, is considered a form of
profit and is as unlawful as simply selling pirated works for cash. Additionally, the NET Act calls for victim impact statements during sentencing and
directs the sentencing commission to
determine a sentence strong enough to
deter these crimes.
During the Committee on the Judiclary's consideration of H.R. 2265, I offered an amendment to clarify that
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criminal copyright liability should not
apply to those who merely intended to
reproduce or distribute a copyrighted
work without any accompanying criminal intent. With assurances from the
chairman that this issue would be addressed, I withdrew that amendment. I
am happy to report that language addressing this issue is included in the
bill we are considering today, and
would like to make a few comments regarding the intent of that provision.
This language is intended to clarify
that a finding of willfulness cannot be
established solely from evidence of the
reproduction or distribution of copyright-protected works and thus, that
prosecutions based solely on such evidence will not be pursued. While it is
not the majority rule, some cases have
held in the past that evidence of the reproduction or distribution of such
works by itself is sufficient to establish
willfulness under 17 U.S.C. 506. This
section rejects the holding of those
cases and clarifies that in order for
criminal liability to attach to a defendant's conduct, the Government
must prove something more than the
mere reproduction or distribution of
copyrighted works in establishing willfulness.
It should be also emphasized that
proof of the defendant's state of mind
is not required. The Government
should not be required to prove that
the defendant was familiar with the
criminal copyright statute or violated
it intentionally. Particularly in cases
of clear infringement, the willfulness
standard should be satisfied if there is
adequate proof that the defendant
acted with reckless disregard of the
rights of the copyright holder. In such
circumstances, a proclaimed ignorance
of the law should not allow the infringer to escape conviction. Willfulness is often established by circumstantial evidence and may be inferred from the facts and circumstances of each case.
Further, a volitional act of infringement performed by the defendant is required by this section. Evidence of reproductions or distributions, including
those made electronically on behalf of
third parties, would not, by itself, be
sufficient to establish willfulness under
this act.
Finally, the requirement of a showlng of financial gain or commercial advantage under 17 U.S.C. 506(a) is not intended to imply that all types of financial gain or commercial advantage can.
by themselves, trigger a finding of willful infringement. It should also be
made clear that this act deals only
with criminal
copyright liability.
Nothing in this act affects civil liabilitor

copyright infringement.

r. Speaker, the United States is the
world leader in intellectual property.
We export billions of dollars worth of
creative works every year in the form
of software, books, videotapes and
records. Our ability to create so many
quality products has become a bulwark
of our national economy. By closing

this loophole in our copyright law, the
NET Act sends the strong message that
we value the creations of our citizens
and will not tolerate the theft of our
intellectual property.
I urge my colleagues to support H.R.
2265.
Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, I yield myself 1 minute simply to say that I appreciate the very
careful discussion of that point that
the gentleman from Virginia [Mr.
GOODLATTE] just engaged in, and I want
to express my agreement with the exposition that the gentleman from Virginia gave. I think we have as a result
of his comments a very clear expression of the consensus that exists on the
committee as to the relevant standards
that need to be met to find criminal liability.
Mr. Speaker, I yield back the balance
of my time.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Speaker. I yield 3
minutes to the gentleman from Utah
[Mr. CANNON], who has worked dutifully on this bill.
Mr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to thank the gentleman from
North Carolina [Mr. COBLE]; the gentleman
from
Massachusetts
[Mr.
FRANK]; and the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. GOODLATre], the author of
the bill, for their hard work on this
matter.
Mr.
Speaker,
information
technologies are the wellspring of our Nation's future, and my home State of
Utah is one of the primary sources. The
idea of networking computers came
from Novell. WordPerfect created the
standard for word processing.
Utah is one of the top five U.S. centers for software development. Utah
high-tech companies have generated
sales in excess of $6.5 billion last year.
The heart of the Utah software industry is Utah County, the largest county
in my district. Given the composition
of my district, I am honored to be an
original cosponsor of the NET, No Electronic Theft Act. I also need to compliment again those who worked so
hard to bring this issue to a head
today.
This is an important issue. In today's
booming economy, U.S. computer software is one of the primary driving engines, with exports topping $26 billion
per year. But software piracy is a significant and unjustified burden that
American software companies are bearing. Last year piracy cost U.S. software companies an estimated $11.2 billion globally.
The NET Act is a concrete step toward curbing both domestic and international software theft. Current copyright law has a loophole for thieves
who give software away, but do not sell
it. Three years ago a Massachusetts
Federal district court in U.S. versus
LaMacchia held that a pirate who had
given away 1 million dollars worth of
commercial software through a bulletin board could not be prosecuted because the pirate had not been compensated by his fellow thieves.
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Playing Robin Hood may have made
sense when the Sheriff of Nottingham
was extracting tribute from the peasantry, but playing Robin Hood on the
Internet is a recipe for disaster for our
domestic software industry. That is
why we need the NET Act now.
The act is simple. It focuses on the
damage done to the software owner,
not just the money put into the pocket
of the pirate. By doing so, the act gives
the Department of Justice the tools to
pursue U.S. software pirates who use
the Internet as their primary conduit.
By shutting down U.S. pirates, we can
simultaneously curb domestic and
overseas piracy. By doing so, we will
boost one of our leading industries, enhance our exports and strengthen our
competitiveness
in a critical technological area.
these reasons, I urge an affirmative vote.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1
minute to the gentleman from California [Mr. ROHRABACHERI].
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Mr. Speaker, I
would like to take this opportunity to
thank the gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. COBLe]; the gentleman from
Virginia [Mr. GooDLATrr]: and the gentleman from Massachusetts
[Mr.
FRANK] for the excellent work that
they are doing on this intellectual
property rights issue.
Intellectual property rights, especially when it concerns the entertainment industry and the software industry, is a vital part of the economy of
California. We are talking about billions of dollars directly affecting the
well-being of the people of my State
and, yes, the people of our country.
We have a balance of payment problem as well. Software and entertainment play such an important role in
keeping America's balance of payments
manageable. So these bills today, both
the one we are discussing now and the
one we discussed just prior to this, represent hard work and responsibility on
the part of this committee, and I would
like to congratulate these gentlemen
for ajob well done.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Speaker. I yield myself such time as I may consume.
I just want to say that this bill is
about preventing theft. It will close a
gap that currently exists in the Copyright Act to arrest electronic piracy.
I thank the gentleman from Virginia
[Mr. GOODLATre]; the gentleman from
Massachusetts [Mr. FRANK]; and the
gentleman from Utah [Mr. CANNON]
and
others on the subcommittee for the
hard work that they did, and I specifically thank the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. FRANK] and the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. GOODLATro]
for having alluded to the manager's
amendment included in todays bill.
I have submitted for the RECORD an
extensive statement describing the intent of that amendment, and I again
thank all of the members of the subcommittee for their good work, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. DELAHUNT. Mr.Speaker, I am proud to
be a cosponsor of this legislation, and I rise to
express my strong support for it.
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The ageof the Internet promises enormous
benefits-instataneous communication from
one end of the planet to the other, paperiess
financialtransactions, access to vast librades
of information at the touch of a button.
But these benefits are not withouta price:
the same technology that facilitates unprecedented access has also fostered a new breed
of sophisticated criminals. Today's Intemet pirmtes can download perfect digital copies of
copyrighted works-from movies to musical
recordings to video games-and distribute
themto other Interet users without the knowledge or permission of the copyright holders.
Software piracy carries enormoOscosts for
our society. Last year, it cost copyright holders
between $11 and 20 billion worldwide, with
$2.3 billion lost in the United States alone.
That, in tam, meant the loss of many thousands of Amercan jobs, higher prices to host
est software purchasers,
and a billion dollars
In lost tax revenues.
Most people who commit these crimes do
so for financial gain. But increasingly these
crimes are being committed by computer
hackers who obtain copyrighted software from
lawful users and post it on electronic bulletin
boards, free for the taking.
The present copyright law can do littleto either deter or punish these crimes, because
under current law there can be no culpability
unless the defendant was seeking commerial
gain.H.R.2265 corrects that problem bycriinaizing computer theft of copyrighted works
whether or not the defendant derives a direct
financial benefit from his actions,
I beileve this measure willhelp preserve the
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Mr. COELE. Mr. Speaker, I have no
further requests for time, and I yield
back the balance of my time.
The SPEAKER pro tempore [Mr.
PACKARD].The question is on the metion offered by the gentleman from
North Carolina [Mr. COBLE]that the
House suspend the rules and pass the
bill, H.R. 2265,as amended.
The question was taken.
Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, I object to the vote on the
ground that a quorum is not present
and make the point of order that a
quorum is not present.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursuant to clause 5 of rule I and the Chair's
prior announcement, further proceedings on this motion wilt be postponed
The point of no quorum is considered |
withdrawn. _ _
_

ment agencies that are necessary to identify
such aliens; and
(C) in the case of an individual identified
as such an alien, pre-arraignment reporting
to the court regarding the Service's intention to remove the alien from the United
States.
(c) SELECTIONOFFACILITIES.(1) IN oENaAL.The Attorney General
shall select for participation in the program
each incarceration facility that satisfies the
following requirements:
(A) The facility is Owned by the government of a local political subdivision described in clause (i) or (o) of subparagraph
(C).
(B) Such government has submitted a request for such selection to the Attorney General.
(C) The facility is located(i) in a county that is determined by the
Attorney General to have a high concentration of aliens described in subsection (a); or
(ii) in a city, town, or other analogous
local political subdivision, that is deterREQUIRING ATTORNEY GENERAL mined by the Attorney General to have a
TO ESTABLISH PROGRAM
IN high concentration of such aliens (but only
PRISONS TO IDENTIFY CRIMINAL in the case of a facility that is not located in
ALIENS AND ALIENS UNLAW- a country).
D) The facility incarcerates or processes
FULLY PRESENT IN THE UNITED individuals
prior to their arraignment on
criminal charges.
STATES
(2) NUMER OF QUALIFYINGSUBDIVISIONS.Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Speaker, I For any fiscal year, the total number of local
move to suspend the rules and pass the political subdivisions determined under
bill (H.R. 1493)to require the Attorney clauses (i) and (ii) of paragraph (1)(C) to
General to establish a program in local meet the standard in such clauses shall be
prisons to identify, prior to arraign- the following:
(A) For fiscal year 199, not less than 10
ment, criminal aliens and aliens who
not more than 25.
are unlawfully present in the United and
(B)
fiscal year 2000, not less than 25
States, and for other purposes, as and notFor
more than 50.
creative incentive on which so much of our amended.
(C)For fiscal year 2001,
not more than 75.
The Clerk read as follows:
(D) For fiscal year 2002,not more than 100.
prosperity-and the future of the Interet ft(E) For fiscal year 2003and subsequent fisH.R.1493
self-depend.
cal
years.
100,
or
such
other
number of politiI urge support for the bill.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of RepMr. SERMAN. Mr. Speaker, I rise in strong resentatiresOf the United StatesofAmerncain cal subdivisions as may be specified in appropriations
Acts.
assembled,
Cogress
Act.
the
NET
support of H.R.2265,
OF (3) FACILITIES IN INTERIOROTATES.-For any
IDENTIFICATION
OF
1.OEIOTA]N
PROGRAM
The enactment of H.R.2265 is essential to SECTION
DEPOaTuALE
ALIENS
LIEN. fiscal year. of the local political subdivisions
ABiEo
DEPsRa
AWAIN
the continuing growth of the Intemet. Daily
determined under clauses (i) and (ii) of parabusiness developments attest to the pressing
(a) EsTABLISHMENT
OFPROGeAM-Not later graph (1)(C) to meet the standard in such
need for content to fillthe pages of our newest than 6 months after the date of the enact- clauses, not less than 20 percent shall be in
medium for entertainment and mass commu- ment of this Act, and subject to such States that are not contiguous to a land bornications. But that content will simply not be amounts as are provided in appropriations der.
(4) TREATMENTOF CERTAINFACILIES.-All
available unless its creators can be assured Acts. the Attorney General shall establish
that their intellectual property willbe protected. and implement a program to identify, from of the incarceration facilities within the
county of Orange. California, and the county
incarcerated
who
are
individuals
among
the
Court
in
The decision of the FederalDistrict
Mont I 1in in local governmental incarceration ftcili- of Ventura, California, that are owned by the
Massachusetts In 1994 in U.S. v. LaMacchla ties prior to arraignment on criminal government of a local political subdivision,
however, created a loophole which leaves charges, those individuals who are within I and satisfy the requirements of paragraph
copyright owners virtually defenseless against or more of the following classesof deport- 11)(D), shall be selected for participation in
the program.
those who infringe copyright not for profit, but able aliens:
for the purefun of It, as a top executive of the
(I) Aliens unlawfully present in the United SEC . STUDYANDREPORT.
Not later than 1 year after the date of the
Recording Industry Association of America put States.
described in paragraph (2) or (4) enactment of this Act, the Attorney General
Aliens237(a)
(2)
it at the legislative hearing on H.R.2265.
We5.sof
section
of the Immigration
Na- shall complete a study, and submit a report
We simply must make clear that ther is no tionality Act (as redesignated by and
section to the Congress, concerning the logistical
hacker defense to criminal copyright liability. 305(a)(2)of the Illegal Immigration Reform
and technological feasibility of implementCopyright owners' exclusive rights of public andImmigrant Responsibility Act of 1996).
ing the program under section 1 in a greater
performance, distribution, and reproduction
(b) DESCRIPTION
OF PROCRA.-The pro- number of locations than those selected
must be protected no less from the grad stu- gram authorized by subsection (a) shall in- Under such section through(I) the assignment of a single Immigration
dent who thinks content on the Interet should clude(t) the detail, to each incarceration fail- and Naturalization Service employee to
be free than from the pirate who reaps a forselected under subsection (c), of at least more than I incarceration facility; and
tune from his counterfeiting operation. The ity
employee of
Immigration and Natu(f) the development of a system to permit
end result is the same: the substantial loss of one
ralizatisn Servicethe
sohohas expertise in the
Attorney General to conduct off-site verrevenue to intellectual property owners, in- identification of aliens described in sub- the
ification, by computer or other etectronic
creasingly as technology makes it possible for section (a); and
means, of the immigration status of individmoreand more content to be moved over digi- (2) provision of funds sufficient to provide uals who are incarcerated in local governfortal networks,
mental incarceration facilities prior to ar(A) the detail of such employees to eachse- raignment on criminal charges.
In enacting H.R. 2265, we make clear that
is lected facility on a fui-time basis, including
of copydghted
theftpenalties,
the
computer
subject
to criminal
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursuand in works
so doing
the portions of the day or night when the
greatest number of individuals are incarcer- ant to the rule, the gentleman from
exercise our constitutional responsibility to atad prior to arraignment;
California [Mr. GALLEGLY] and the genprotect copyright. I urge my colleagues to vote
(3) accessfor such employees to records of tleman from New York [Mr. NADLERI
for this important legislation,
the Service and other Federal lam enforce- each will control 20 minutes.
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